
 

 

 

 

ACCUMULATIVE CHIMNEY RINGS 
 

Extend your thermal comfort and fully use the heat,  

generated by combustion in the fireplace insert. 
 

Accumulative chimney rings are circular modules, which effectively accumulate 

heat from the fireplace insert or stove and uniformly radiatiate that heat to the 

residentioal space for a long period of time. This will also reduce the 

temperature and volume of flue gas, which would otherwise be imposing an 

excessive burden on the chimney. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rings are made of accumulative refractory material KZB3. 
 

 suitable for fireplace inserts with a deflector  

(the rings can not be in the direct heat from the fire chambre) 

 can be installed on the fireplace inserts and stoves from different 

manufacturers with the output of the chimney on top.  

(consult the manufacturer of fireplace insert or stove, whether chimney 

rings can be placed directly on their product, or it is neccessary to make 

self supporting gripping apart from the fireplace insert or stove) 

 

 inner diameter: 165, 185, 205 mm 

outer diameter: 340 mm, 

height: 110 mm 

 minimum space requirements 

 2 years warranty amphora@lac.cz 

www.amphora-lac.com 



 

 

 

   

ACCUMULATIVE CHIMNEY RINGS PRICES 
 

01041807 LAC accumulative ring - middle 160, 180, 200 

01018745 LAC accumulative ring - top reduction 160 

01018405 LAC accumulative ring - bottom reduction 160 

01019150 LAC accumulative ring - top reduction 180 

01019151 LAC accumulative ring - bottom reduction 180 

01019152 LAC accumulative ring - top reduction 200 

01019153 LAC accumulative ring - bottom reduction 200 

 

 set of at least 4 pieces  

(top and bottom reduction + two middle rings) 

ideally 6-8 pieces 

 weight: 14,9 -17,9 kg - reductions; 

16,5 kg - middle ring  

 roap seals between rings and around chimney  

pipe are accessories (not in the price) 

 dry composing 

 slow heating up must be respected 

 transfer heat into the room faster than fireclay 

 

 

 almost constant thermal conductivity helps  

to store heat, which is gradually released  

into the room, see temperature record: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

      Number of hours from the 

      start of the heating:   
 

dark blue – combustion                                                 

process 

      light blue – without fire 

      (heating output of the rings)  


